CHAPTER-VI
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Mutual funds allow investors to pooling of savings of various categories of investors and help in capital formation of the economy. On the other hand, mutual funds mitigate risk to a large extent through investment in diversified portfolio by professional and experienced fund managers. The Mutual fund also help investors to generate better inflation adjusted returns, without spending a lot of time and energy on it; while delivering consistent and higher returns over a period of time. Mutual funds are also tax efficient.

The present study is an attempt to describe the performance of selected mutual fund schemes in India. Fifty four mutual fund schemes have been selected pertaining to six categories i.e. sector specific, balanced scheme, equity large cap scheme, mid cap scheme, multi cap scheme, and equity diversified schemes. In this context, the performance analysis of the sample schemes was done by employing measurement of risk and return parameters such as Average Return, Standard Deviation, Beta, Correlation coefficient, t-statistics to make the analysis helpful in formulating an effective investment strategy for the individual as well as institutional investors and help the AMCs in formulating the risk management policy. In addition, the study has administered performance evaluation models of Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s ratio to measure the performance of scheme in comparison to market benchmark i.e. BSE SENSEX. This chapter has been divided into three sections. Section- I contains the important findings of the study based on analysis. Section- II comprises the recommendations, which are based on the findings and Section –III focuses on the future areas of research in this field.

SECTION-I
FINDINGS

This section comprises of the important findings of the study based on detailed analysis. This section has been divided into two subsections- in the first sub-section, the risk return analysis of mutual fund schemes on the basis of Correlation and
t-statistics has been discussed. In the second subsection, the findings based on the performance evaluation models have been presented.

**A) MUTUAL FUND SCHEMES: RISK RETURN ANALYSIS**

Risk return analysis has been done with the help of average return, Standard Deviation, correlation and t-test. Findings based on these statistics have been discussed below under various heads.

**Sector Specific Schemes**

The findings reveal that under the sector specific dividend schemes Birla New Millennium, Franklin InfoTech, ICICI Tech, SBI IT, SBI FMCG and SBI Pharma dividend schemes earned higher returns as compared to the market return during the study period. The comparative analysis for risk level indicates that the selected mutual fund schemes were more risky as compared to market risk except ICICI FMCG dividend scheme, which generated high returns at low risk during the study period 2003-2016. Further, regarding sector specific growth schemes the result revealed that Birla new millennium growth scheme, DSP Black Rock, ICICI Technology, SBI Pharma and Franklin InfoTech growth scheme yielded higher return as compared to market return at a high risk than the market risk, whereas ICICI FMCG growth scheme yielded high return at low risk during the study period. Hence, it may be concluded that ICICI FMCG dividend and growth schemes outperformed the market at lower risk under sector specific scheme category during the study period.

**Sector Specific Dividend Schemes**

The findings reveal that under the sector specific dividend schemes the security risk remained high ranging from 6 to 13 years in comparison to market risk during the study period. Franklin InfoTech scheme yielded highest risk throughout the study period as compared to market risk whereas in case of ICICI FMCG scheme it was for 6 years (lowest). As far as the performance of the schemes is concerned (on the basis of return earned by the scheme in comparison to market index return) the result reveals that all schemes outperformed the market index during the study period proving the fact that high risk means high return. The Birla new millennium, ICICI Tech and SBI Pharma scheme underperformed in 2008-09 and Franklin InfoTech,
ICICI FMCG and SBI IT schemes showed poor performance in the year 2007-08 and 2008-09. SBI FMCG scheme outperformed during the study period. From the Correlation analysis it is found that all the correlations are statistically significant throughout the study period ranging from high to low degree. It is also observed that statistically there is significant difference in the performance of schemes (varying from 5 to 10 years) as reflected by t- statistics. It indicates that the security returns are much higher than market returns during these years.

**Sector Specific Growth Schemes**

The findings of the present study highlights that Franklin InfoTech scheme yielded highest risk (13 years) as compared to market risk, whereas in case of ICICI FMCG scheme the risk was for 4 years only (lowest) though overall the security risk remained high ranging from 4 to 13 years in comparison to market risk during the study period under the sector specific dividend schemes. As far as the return earned by the scheme in comparison to market index return is concerned it is found that all schemes outperformed the market index during the study period with the exception that Birla new millennium, DSP Black Rock, ICICI Technology and SBI Pharma underperformed in comparison to market return in 2008-09 and Franklin InfoTech showed poor performance in the year 2007-08. ICICI FMCG scheme outperformed during the study period. From the Correlation analysis it is found that all the correlations are statistically significant throughout the study period. It is also observed that statistically there is significant difference in the performance of schemes (varying from 6 to 10 years) as reflected by t- statistics indicating thereby that the security returns are much higher than market returns during these years.

**Multi Cap Schemes**

The obtained findings depicts that multi cap dividend and growth schemes i.e. HDFC capital builder fund multi cap dividend scheme, HDFC equity fund, ICICI Prudential dividend scheme, ICICI Prudential growth scheme and HDFC equity fund growth scheme were more risky than market but yielded higher return than the market return. All schemes under multi cap category outperformed the market during the study period.
Multi Cap Dividend Schemes

The analysis of the present study makes it amply clear that multi cap dividend schemes were more risky than market. HDFC equity fund and ICICI Prudential schemes yielded highest risk (13 years) as compared to market risk, whereas during 11 years HDFC capital builder scheme was having more risk than the market risk. The results of performance of the schemes reveal that all schemes outperformed the market index during the study period except 2008-09. From the Correlation analysis it is found that all the correlations are statistically significant throughout the study period, though degree vary ranging from high to low. Further t-statistics indicates that multi cap dividend schemes yielded much higher return than the market index during two to four years, whereas in remaining years returns are almost same.

Multi Cap Growth Schemes

Risk analysis depicts that in comparison to market risk HDFC equity fund and ICICI Prudential yielded highest risk during the study period with the exception that HDFC equity fund scheme was less risky in the year 2010-11. As far as the performance of the schemes is concerned (on the basis of return earned by the scheme in comparison to market index return) the result reveals that both schemes outperformed the market index during the study period except 2008-09. From the Correlation analysis it is found that all the correlations are statistically significant throughout the study period and the degree of correlation was high in both the schemes except 2014-15 (low correlation for ICICI Prudential and insignificant correlation in HDFC equity fund). It is also observed that statistically there is significant difference in the performance of schemes (varying from 10 to 12 years) as reflected by t- statistics. It indicates that the security returns are much higher than market returns during these years.

Mid Cap Schemes

The findings reveal that under the mid cap dividend schemes Birla sun life scheme and Franklin India prima fund yielded higher return at higher risk as compared to market, whereas the Birla sun life mid cap growth scheme, Franklin India prima fund growth scheme, and Sundaram select mid cap growth schemes yielded higher return and outperformed the market. The growth schemes yielded high return at low risk in
comparison to the market and it may be concluded that in comparison to mid cap dividend scheme the mid cap growth scheme yielded higher return at lower risk.

**Mid Cap Dividend Schemes**

The analysis reveals that the element of risk under mid cap dividend schemes remained high in comparison to market risk under during the study period except 2004-05, 2008-09 and 2011-12. As far as the performance of the schemes (return earned by the scheme in comparison to market index return) is concerned the result highlights that all the selected schemes outperformed the market index during the study period. However, Birla sun life scheme underperformed in 2008-09 and Franklin India prima fund showed poor performance during 2008-09 and 2010-11. The Correlation analysis depicts that all the correlations are statistically significant throughout the study period although degree vary from high to low. It is also observed that statistically there is significant difference in the performance of schemes (varying from 3 to 4 years) as reflected by t- statistics. It indicates that the security returns are higher than market returns during these years.

**Mid Cap Growth Schemes**

The obtained findings highlights that Birla sun life yielded highest risk during 8 years as compared to market risk, whereas in case of Franklin India Prima Fund and Sundaram select schemes remained risky during 7 years. Performance analysis reveals that all schemes outperformed the market index during the study period except 2008-09. From the Correlation analysis it is found that the correlations (range from high to moderate degree) were statistically significant throughout the study period. Further t – ratio depicts that mid cap growth schemes yielded much higher return than market index during 9 to 10 years, whereas remaining years show almost similar returns.

**Equity Diversified Schemes**

The findings based on risk return analysis indicate that the security risk remained higher in comparison to market risk during the study period under the equity diversified dividend and growth schemes i.e. DSP Black Rock opportunities fund - regular plan dividend scheme, Franklin India opportunities fund dividend scheme, Franklin India prima plus fund dividend scheme, Franklin India opportunities fund
growth scheme, Franklin India prima plus fund growth scheme, JM Basic fund growth scheme and Principal growth fund equity diversified growth scheme. All these schemes outperformed the market and yielded higher return than the market return during the study period 2003-2016. It was also identified that Franklin India prima plus fund growth scheme yielded high return at low risk during the study period.

**Equity Diversified Dividend Schemes**

The findings based on risk analysis indicate that the security risk remained high in comparison to market risk during the study period under the equity diversified dividend schemes. The risk in case of Franklin India opportunities fund was highest as compared to market risk, whereas in case of DSP Black Rock opportunities fund - regular plan scheme risk was during 10 years. According to performance analysis i.e. return earned by the scheme in comparison to market index return, the result reveals that all schemes outperformed the market index during the study period. However, Franklin India opportunities fund and Franklin India prima plus scheme underperformed in 2008-09 and DSP Black Rock opportunities fund - regular plan showed poor performance in the year 2012-13. Further it is found that all the correlations are statistically significant throughout the study period as per Correlation analysis. Franklin India opportunities fund showed high degree of correlation except 2005-06 (moderate correlation). From significant t-ratio it is observed that (4 to 6 years) the scheme returns were much higher than market returns, otherwise returns are almost same.

**Equity Diversified Growth Schemes**

The findings reveal that under the equity diversified growth schemes Franklin India Opportunities Fund and JM Basic scheme yielded highest risk throughout the study as compared to market risk, whereas risk in case of Franklin India Prima Plus and ICICI Prudential dynamic plan schemes was almost same as yielded by the market. From the performance analysis it is observed that all schemes outperformed the market index during the study period except Franklin India opportunities fund and Principal growth fund underperformed in 2008-09 and JM Basic fund showed poor performance in the years 2003-04, 2008-09 and 2010-11. Franklin India prima plus and ICICI Prudential dynamic plan scheme outperformed during the study period. From the Correlation
analysis it is found that all the correlations, ranging from high to moderate degree, are statistically significant throughout the study period. Franklin India opportunities, Franklin India prima plus and ICICI Prudential dynamic plan observed high degree of correlation during the study period. It is also observed that most of the time during study period statistically there is significant difference in the performance of schemes as per t- statistics indicating thereby that the security returns are much higher than market returns during that time.

**Balanced Fund Schemes**

The findings make it amply clear that Birla sun life dynamic asset allocation balanced fund dividend scheme, DSP Black Rock balanced fund dividend scheme, Escorts balanced fund dividend scheme, JM balanced fund dividend scheme, LIC MF balanced fund dividend scheme, Birla sun life india opportunities fund balanced fund dividend scheme, Birla sun life balanced 95 fund growth scheme, Birla sun life dynamic asset allocation balanced fund growth scheme, DSP Black Rock balanced fund growth scheme, HDFC prudence fund balanced fund growth scheme, JM balanced fund balanced fund growth scheme, LIC MF balanced fund growth scheme generated higher returns as compared to the market return during the study period (2003-2016). The risk analysis of these schemes revealed that balanced fund growth schemes were less risky as compared to the dividend schemes. Furthermore, Birla sun life dynamic asset allocation balanced fund growth scheme and DSP Black Rock balanced fund growth scheme remained less risky throughout the study period as compared to market risk and generated higher returns as compared to other schemes in this balanced fund category. Birla sun life dynamic asset allocation balanced fund dividend scheme, Birla sun life balanced 95 fund growth scheme, HDFC Prudence fund balanced fund growth scheme, JM balanced fund balanced fund growth scheme, LIC MF balanced fund growth scheme also marked less risk as compared to market risk but yielded higher returns than the market returns. Overall the balanced fund growth schemes performed much better than dividend schemes.

**Balanced Fund Dividend Schemes**

The findings make it amply clear that that the security risk remained high (ranging from 2 to 11 years) in comparison to market risk during the study period under the
balanced fund dividend schemes. Birla sun life India opportunities fund yielded highest risk (11 years) as compared to market risk, whereas Birla sun life dynamic asset allocation scheme remained risky than market risk only for 2 years. The performance analysis reveals that all schemes outperformed the market index during the study period with the exception that Birla sun life dynamic asset allocation scheme underperformed in 2005-06 and 2012-13, Escorts balanced fund scheme showed poor performance in the year 2004-05 and JM balanced fund and Birla sun life India opportunities fund schemes outperformed during the study period with the exception of 2008-09. DSP Black Rock scheme outperformed during the study period. From the Correlation analysis it is found that all the correlations are statistically significant throughout the study period, though correlation vary from high to low degree. Further significant t- ratio indicates that statistically the security returns are much higher than market returns during these years.

**Balanced Fund Growth Scheme**

The result of risk analysis indicates that the security risk remained low in comparison to market risk during the study period under the balanced fund growth schemes. Birla sun life balanced 95 fund and DSP Black Rock yielded less risk as compared to market risk. Further performance analysis highlights that all schemes outperformed the market index during the study period except JM balanced fund, which underperformed in 2003-04 and 2008-09. From the Correlation analysis it is found that all the correlations are statistically significant throughout the study period. Birla sun life dynamic asset allocation, DSP Black Rock and LIC MF balanced fund showed high degree of correlation during the study period. It is also observed that as per t-statistics there is significant difference in the performance of schemes (varying from 6 to 11 years). It indicates that except these years (significant t- ratio) security returns and market returns are almost same.

**Equity Large Cap Schemes**

The findings depicts that all the schemes under equity large cap Birla Sun Life Advantage Fund Dividend Scheme, Birla sun life frontline equity fund dividend scheme, Franklin India blue chip fund dividend scheme, HDFC top 200 fund dividend scheme, JM equity scheme, Birla sun life advantage fund growth scheme, Birla sun
life frontline growth scheme, Franklin India blue-chip growth scheme, JM equity fund growth scheme, Sundaram select focus – appreciation growth scheme and HDFC Top 200 Fund Growth Scheme remained risky throughout the study period and yielded higher returns as compared to market returns.

**Equity Large Cap Dividend Schemes**

The findings reveal that all the equity large cap dividend schemes remained risky in comparison to market risk during the study period except Birla sun life frontline which is less risky than market return in the year 2008-09. On the basis of the performance of the schemes it is found that all schemes outperformed the market index during the study period except 2008-09. From the Correlation analysis it is found that though correlations vary from high to moderate but are statistically significant. Further, from the significant t-ratio it is observed that the security returns are much higher than market returns during these years and insignificant t-ratio depicts that returns are nearly same.

**Equity Large Cap Growth Scheme**

From the risk analysis it is found that Birla sun life advantage fund and JM equity fund schemes yielded higher risk throughout the study period as compared to market risk, whereas Birla sun life frontline scheme was more risky during 9 years. On the basis of return earned by the scheme in comparison to market index return the result reveals that all schemes outperformed the market index during the study period except Birla Sun Life Advantage Fund and Sundaram select focus – appreciation (underperformed in 2008-09). From the Correlation analysis it is found that all the correlations are statistically significant throughout the study period. Further significant differences have been observed between the security return and market return as reflected by t-statistics. Insignificant t-ratio indicates that returns are almost same whereas significant t-ratio means security return are much higher than market return.
B) PERFORMANCE OF MUTUAL FUND SCHEMES: APPLICATION OF EVALUATION MODELS

Performance of mutual fund schemes has been analyzed with the help of Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s performance evaluation models. Findings based on these performance evaluation models have been discussed under various heads:

**Sector Specific Schemes**

The findings with regard to sector specific schemes reveal that as per the Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s Ratio (performance evaluation models) Birla new millennium dividend scheme, Franklin InfoTech dividend Scheme, ICICI FMCG dividend scheme, ICICI Tech scheme, SBI IT dividend scheme, SBI Pharma dividend scheme, Birla new millennium growth scheme, DSP Black Rock growth scheme, ICICI Technology growth scheme and SBI Pharma growth scheme outperformed the market during the study period except 2008-09 (year of economic slowdown). Further, ICICI FMCG growth scheme outperformed as per Sharpe’s ratio and underperformed in 2008-09 as per Treynor and Jensen’s ratio. Application of Sharpe and Treynor’s ration reveals that SBI FMCG dividend scheme outperformed throughout the study period except the results of Jensen’s ratio which highlights the underperformance of this scheme in the year 2008-09. Franklin InfoTech growth scheme underperformed as per Sharpe and Treynor’s ratio in the year 2007-08 and as per Jensen’s ratio in 2007-08 and 2008-09.

**Sector Specific Dividend Schemes**

The findings reveal that as per the Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s Ratio the performance of Birla new millennium, ICICI FMCG, ICICI Tech, SBI FMCG and SBI Pharma schemes were outstanding except 2008-2009. However, Franklin InfoTech and SBI IT scheme outperformed the market during the study period except 2007-08 and 2008-09. Further the result indicates that overall all schemes outperformed the market index during the study period. The market benchmark was yielding negative returns throughout the study period showing poor performance of the market under sector specific dividend Schemes. In nutshell it is evident that dividend schemes were performing much better than market. Out of the total schemes under sector specific dividend schemes SBI Pharma ranked first as per Sharpe’s ratio,
whereas as per Treynor and Jensen’s performance evaluation ratio ICICI Tech is the best scheme among all. However, Franklin InfoTech scheme was the lowest performer during the study period.

**Sector Specific Growth Schemes**

Application of performance evaluation models depicts that the performance of Birla new millennium, DSP Black Rock, ICICI Technology and SBI Pharma schemes was outstanding except in 2008-2009. However, as per Sharpe ratio ICICI FMCG growth scheme outperformed the market but the result of Treynor and Jensen’s ratio reveals that the ICICI FMCG underperformed in the year 2008-09. Further Franklin InfoTech growth scheme underperformed in 2007-08 (as per Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s ratio) but 2008-09 was also identified by Jensen’s measure as the year when this Franklin InfoTech also underperformed. Overall the Sector Specific Growth Schemes outperformed the market index throughout the study period. DSP Blackrock scheme was the top performer as identified by Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s ratio. But there is an exception to the poor performer among the schemes by the Sharpe’s ratio which identify Birla new millennium scheme as low performer whereas as per the results of Treynor and Jensen’s ratio Franklin InfoTech scheme was the lowest performer during study period.

**Multi Cap Schemes**

As per the Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s Ratio it was observed that the performance of Multi Cap schemes i.e. HDFC capital builder dividend scheme, HDFC equity dividend scheme, ICICI Prudential dividend scheme, ICICI Prudential growth scheme and HDFC equity growth scheme was outstanding during the study period except 2008-09 and 2010-11.

**Multi Cap Dividend Schemes**

Performance evaluation of multi cap dividend scheme makes it clear that there are only three schemes i.e. HDFC capital builder, HDFC equity and ICICI Prudential schemes and performances of all the schemes are outstanding except 2008-2009. Topping the list is HDFC equity fund multi cap followed by HDFC capital builder
fund and ICICI prudential dividend scheme. The performance of the market index was negative throughout the study period.

**Multi Cap Growth Schemes**

There were two schemes under this category i.e. ICICI Prudential and HDFC equity scheme and their performance were outstanding during the study period as per the Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s Ratio but these schemes underperformed as compared to the benchmark index in the year 2008-09. However, overall performance of these schemes as measured by performance evaluation ratio differs in their results. The result of Sharpe’s ratio mark HDFC equity fund as top performer while Treynor and Jensen’s ratios identify ICICI Prudential multi cap fund growth scheme is better performer.

**Mid Cap Schemes**

The application of Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s ratio on mid cap dividend schemes revealed that Birla sun life mid cap dividend scheme and Franklin India prima fund mid cap dividend scheme outperformed throughout the study period (2003-16) except 2008-09, whereas the administration of performance evaluation models on growth schemes highlights that Birla sun life mid cap growth scheme, Franklin India prima fund mid cap growth scheme and Sundaram select mid cap growth scheme outperformed the market except 2008-09.

**Mid Cap Dividend Schemes**

Performance of Birla sun life and Franklin India prima fund, two schemes under mid cap dividend schemes it was observed that the schemes were outstanding (as per performance evaluation models) during the study period. But in the year 2008-09 and 2010-11 the fund underperformed as compared to market benchmark. Further as per Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s ratio Franklin India prima fund is better as compared to Birla sun life, though both the schemes outperformed the BSE SENSEX index throughout the study period.

**Mid Cap Growth Schemes**

During the year 2008-09, the Birla sun life, Franklin India prima fund and Sundaram select scheme underperformed than the market index. The returns of the market index
were negative during the study period. Application of performance evaluation model shows the same results regarding the performance of mid cap growth schemes. Sundaram Select was the top performer followed by Franklin India prima fund and Birla sun life midcap growth scheme. Overall the schemes outperformed the BSE SENSEX index throughout the study period.

**Equity Diversified Schemes**

The findings reveal that as per the Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s Ratio, Equity Diversified schemes i.e. Franklin India opportunities fund equity diversified dividend scheme, Franklin India prima plus fund equity diversified dividend scheme, Franklin India opportunities fund equity diversified growth scheme and Principal growth fund equity diversified growth scheme outperformed the market during the study period except 2008-09. DSP Black Rock opportunities fund - regular plan equity diversified dividend scheme underperformed in 2008-09 as per Sharpe and Treynor’s ratio but in the same year the Jensen’s ratio revealed neutral performance of the scheme. Franklin India prima plus fund equity diversified growth scheme outperformed as per Sharpe and Treynor’s ratio but the result of Jensen’s ratio showed that the scheme underperformed in 2008-09, whereas as per the Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s Ratio, JM Basic fund equity diversified growth scheme underperformed in 2003-04, 2008-09 and 2010-11.

**Equity Diversified Dividend Schemes**

The application of Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s ratio on DSP Black Rock opportunities fund - regular plan reveals the scheme has offered higher returns as compared to benchmark returns during study period except 2008-09 and 2012-13 although the performance of scheme was neutral as compared to market in the year 2008-2009 as per Treynor’s ratio. The results also highlights that the performance of Franklin India opportunities fund and Franklin India prima plus fund performance was outstanding during the study period except 2008-09. All the three schemes outperformed the market. Application of performance evaluation ratios also shows that Franklin India opportunities fund is the best performer among three and Franklin India prima plus fund as lowest yielding fund during the study period (2003-16).
Equity Diversified Growth Schemes

The findings of the present study make it clear that the performance of Franklin India opportunities fund and Principal growth fund was outstanding during the study period except 2008-09. The Franklin India prima plus and ICICI Prudential dynamic plan offered higher returns as compared to benchmark returns during the study period (as per Sharpe and Treynor’s ratio). As per Jensen’s ratio these schemes also outperformed except one year (2008-09) of underperformance. JM Basic fund underperformed for three years. The comparative analysis of the performance among the equity diversified growth schemes indicates that Franklin India prima plus fund was the best performer and JM Basic fund was the low performer fund among all the five schemes under equity diversified growth schemes.

Balanced Fund Schemes

The result depicts that balanced fund dividend schemes i.e. Birla sun life dynamic asset allocation dividend scheme outperformed the market index except 2008-09 (as per Jensen’s ratio) and 2012-13 (as per Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s ratio), DSP Black Rock balanced fund dividend scheme outperformed the market index in all the years except 2008-09 (as per Jensen’s ratio), whereas, Escorts balanced fund dividend scheme underperformed in 2004-05 and 2008-09 (as per all the three performance measures) and performed poor in 2010-11(Jensen’s Ratio) and underperformed in 2012-13 as per Treynor and Jensen’s ratio, JM Balanced fund dividend scheme outperformed the market index except in 2004-05 (as per Treynor and Jensen’s Ratio) 2008-09 and 2014-15. The LIC MF balanced fund dividend scheme underperformed in 2006-07 and 2008-09 (as per Jensen’s ratio) and Birla sun life India opportunities fund balanced fund dividend scheme outperformed the market index except 2008-09 and 2010-11(as per Jensen’s Ratio).

The administration of performance evaluation models on Balanced fund growth schemes reveals that Birla sun life balanced 95 fund growth scheme, Birla Sun Life Dynamic Asset Allocation Balanced Fund, DSP Black Rock balanced fund, HDFC prudence fund balanced fund, and LIC MF balanced fund outperformed the market index as per Sharpe and Treynor’s ratio throughout the study period. As per Jensen’s ratio also these schemes outperformed except in 2008-09. JM balanced fund growth
scheme underperformed in 2003-04 and 2008-09. It may be inferred that as compared to Balanced fund dividend schemes, the growth schemes performed much better during 2003-2016.

**Balanced Fund Dividend Schemes**

Here the performance of all balanced fund dividend schemes varying as per performance evaluation models. Starting from the Birla Sun Life Dynamic Asset Allocation, the fund performance was outstanding during the study period except 2012-13 (as per Sharpe). Application of Jensen’s ratio reveals that security outperformed except 2008-09 and 2012-13. Moving to DSP Black Rock, the security outperformed during the study period. Application of Jensen’s ratio also shows the negative value of alpha in 2008-09 indicating the underperformance of security. Third fund in the line is Escorts Balanced fund showing underperformance as per Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen ratio in the year 2004-05 and 2008-09. 2010-11 was the year of underperformance as indicated by Jensen’s ratio and 2012-13 was another year when the fund was performing poor as compared to the market index. JM Balanced fund outperformed the market except 2008-09 and 2014-15, whereas Treynor and Jensen’s ratio result identified underperformance of fund in 2004-05. As per Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s ratio LIC MF scheme outperformed during the study period except 2006-07 and 2008-09 as per Jensen’s ratio. Birla sun life India opportunities performed good except 2008-09 and 2010-11(as per Jensen’s ratio). The findings also highlights that as per Sharpe’s ratio the top performer fund is Birla sun life India opportunities fund and as per Treynor and Jensen’s ratio Birla sun life dynamic asset allocation fund is identified as the best performing fund. With regard to low performer among all six schemes the results of all the measures are same indicating thereby that JM Balanced fund dividend scheme is the lowest performer. It was also observed that all schemes under Balance fund dividend scheme outperformed the market during study period.

**Balanced Fund Growth Scheme**

The performance of Birla sun life balanced 95 fund, DSP Black Rock, HDFC Prudence fund and LIC MF were outstanding during the study period. However, as per Jensen’s ratio the scheme underperformed in 2008-09 when scheme was having
the negative alpha value. Birla sun life dynamic asset allocation scheme offered higher returns as compared to benchmark returns during the study period except in the year 2008-09 as per Sharpe and Jensen’s ratio. The performance of JM Balanced fund was outstanding during the study period except 2003-04 and 2008-09. Overall, the application of Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s ratio makes it clear that though all the schemes outperformed the market but HDFC Prudence was the best performer and JM Balanced fund scheme was the lowest performer among the entire balanced fund growth schemes. Birla sun life balanced 95 fund was the second best performer scheme.

**Equity Large Cap Schemes**

The application of Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s ratio on Equity Large Cap schemes revealed that Birla sun life advantage fund equity large cap dividend scheme, Birla sun life frontline equity fund dividend scheme, Franklin India blue chip fund dividend scheme, HDFC top 200 fund dividend scheme, JM equity fund dividend scheme, Birla sun life advantage fund growth scheme, JM equity fund growth scheme and Sundaram select focus – appreciation scheme outperformed the market during the study period 2003-16, whereas Birla sun life frontline equity large cap growth scheme outperformed as per Sharpe and Treynor’s ratio but underperformed in 2008-09 as per Jensen’s ratio. Franklin India blue-chip growth scheme and HDFC top 200 fund growth scheme outperformed throughout the study period as per the performance evaluation models.

**Equity Large Cap Dividend Schemes**

The analysis of equity large cap dividend schemes highlights all the schemes i.e. Birla sun life advantage fund, Birla sun life frontline, Franklin India blue chip fund, HDFC top 200 fund and JM equity fund security outperformed during the study period with the exception of year 2008-09. The application of Sharpe’s performance measure identified two schemes namely Birla sun life advantage fund and HDFC top 200 fund as the best performer. The result of Treynor and Jensen’s ratio identified Birla sun life advantage fund as the top performer among schemes. The results of all the performance measure also indicate that Birla sun life frontline equity fund is the
lowest performing scheme. However, overall the schemes under this category outperformed the market.

**Equity Large Cap Growth Scheme**

The study revealed that Birla sun life advantage fund, JM equity fund and Sundaram select focus – appreciation fund showed outstanding performance except 2008-09. Birla sun life frontline equity fund performance was outstanding during the study period as per Sharpe and Treynor’s ratio but by administering Jensen’s ratio to identify the performance of Birla sun life frontline the result indicates that the performance of security was superior except 2008-09. Further performance of Franklin India Blue-chip and HDFC top 200 fund were outstanding during the study period. The Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s performance measures ranked HDFC top 200 fund equity large cap growth scheme as top performer and JM equity large cap growth scheme as lowest performer. Hence on the basis of the above findings it can be concluded that all the schemes of the equity large cap growth schemes performed very well during the study period.

**C) STATUS OF COMPARATIVE PERFORMANCE OF SELECTE SCHEMES**

As it is always an area of keen interest of the investor to identify the best performer among the available option of schemes, therefore to know the best performer among all the schemes, category wise and overall, a comparison has been made. The following findings are drawn from the analysis:

**Dividend Schemes**

All dividend schemes pertaining to six different category i.e. equity large cap, balanced fund, sector specific fund, mid cap fund, multi cap fund and equity diversified fund outperformed the market during the study period. It is found that SBI Pharma sector specific dividend scheme was the top performer followed by SBI FMCG sector specific dividend scheme. The least performer was JM Balanced fund dividend scheme according to all the three performance models (Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s ratio).
Growth Schemes

Based on the findings of the present study it is observed that the performance of all the growth schemes were outstanding during the study period. Topping among all the schemes is Sundaram select mid cap growth scheme which is identified by all the three performance measures at the top during the study period. These schemes though outperformed the market, but the performance ranking given to these growth schemes differs as per Sharpe’s ratio with regard to the lowest performing fund. While identifying lowest performer the results of Sharpe and Jensen are similar as JM Basic fund equity diversified growth scheme the least performer among all available growth schemes, whereas Treynor’s ratio indicate JM Balanced Fund growth scheme as poor performer. With regard to another best performer the results of the Sharpe and Treynor are similar showing Birla sun life midcap growth scheme as the second best performer but the Jensen’s ratio pinpoints Franklin India Blue-chip equity large cap growth scheme and Birla sun life advantage fund equity large cap growth scheme are two schemes as second best performer.

A Comparison of Dividend Schemes (Category Wise)

The result reveals that all categories i.e. equity Large Cap, balanced fund, sector specific fund, mid cap fund, multi cap fund and equity diversified fund of mutual fund schemes outperformed the market during the study period. As it is always an area of keen interest of the investor to identify the best performer among the available category of schemes, it is found that sector specific dividend scheme was the top performer followed by mid cap dividend scheme and multi cap dividend schemes. The last performer was Balanced Fund dividend schemes according to Sharpe’s performance measure models. The result of Treynor’s ratio depicts that although the best performer category was sector specific dividend scheme but for 2nd and 3rd performer the results were different from the Sharpe’s ratio. Multi cap dividend schemes and equity large cap dividend category jointly hold the second position for performance, whereas, equity diversified dividend category was at 3rd position. The balanced fund schemes remained the poor among all categories under study. According to Jensen’s ratio, sector specific category was ranked at first followed by equity diversified dividend and multi cap dividend category and Balanced fund
category was at last rank. Overall the performance of all category dividend schemes was better than the market.

**A Comparison of Growth Schemes (Category Wise)**

The findings of the study highlight that as per Sharpe, Treynor and Jensen’s ratio the Mid Cap growth schemes was the top performer category throughout the study period. But there is exception to the second and third performer among the category by the Sharpe’s ratio which identify multi cap Growth Scheme category as 2nd performer and sector specific growth category as 3rd performer whereas as per the results of Treynor and Jensen’s ratio equity large cap growth scheme category was 2nd best performer. Balanced fund growth category was the lowest performer among the all category growth schemes during the study period.

**An Overall Comparison of Mutual Fund Schemes (Category Wise)**

The result highlights comparative performance of all the six different categories of mutual funds i.e. equity large cap, balanced fund, sector specific fund, mid cap fund, multi cap fund and equity diversified funds. For the ease of decision making it can be inferred that as per Sharpe and Treynor’s ratio the top performer category is sector specific scheme followed by mid cap fund category and multi cap category. As per Treynor’s performance evaluation ratio equity large cap category was also ranked 3rd. As per Jensen’s measure the results are different for 2nd and 3rd performer i.e. equity large cap category got 2nd position and mid cap category get 3rd position. The poor performer as per all the three measure of performance was identified as balanced fund. Overall all categories, irrespective of dividend and growth, of mutual funds outperformed the market during the study period.

**SECTION–II
RECOMMENDATIONS**

Mutual fund investment has a significant contribution when it comes to the development of the Indian economy. The Indian financial market has seen a great upheaval in the early eighties and nineties. Mutual funds investment acted as a bridge connecting the gap between the supply and demand for funds in the financial markets. Since 2003, the financial sector has been on a constant rise. The mutual fund industry
has acted on the forefront to contribute to the Indian economy. The purpose of the present study is to evaluate the performance of mutual fund schemes. Based on the analysis number of findings emerged, discussed in earlier Section- I. On the basis of the findings, the following recommendations have been made for the investors to avail the opportunities of returns under mutual fund schemes:

- The detailed analysis of the performance of mutual funds indicates that mutual fund schemes have outperformed the market index during the study period meaning thereby that the return of the mutual fund schemes were much better than the market index return. So, the investors may decide about mutual fund options as investment avenues.

- The results have immense implications for the investors in formulating the investment decision. The risk associated with earning the return in mutual fund scheme is higher than market risk. So, the investors should make their investment decision in the light of the fact that higher risk leads to higher return in most of the cases especially mutual funds which are professionally managed and highly diversified.

- The results of the study may also be used by the investors to decide upon the timing ability and scheme selectivity while investing in mutual funds. If the investors are not well conversant with the market and the mutual fund schemes, then the services of a good portfolio manager may be taken by the investor.

- The analysis of performance of mutual fund schemes indicates that in the events such as economic recession or poor economic performance, global economic depression, political, economic and policy changes which are the reason for systematic risk may mark the reason of mutual fund underperformance. The empirical evidence also reveals that there were most of the schemes which underperformed during the period of economic slowdown (2008-09). So, the results of these findings may be used by the investor and fund manager to decide the category of mutual funds and the timing of investment if the investor is small and the time period of investment is also small.
The result of the study may be used by the asset management companies (AMC) to attract the savings of the investors to broaden their earning base as the investors will only approach when they feel that due to the expertise and ability of the fund managers they can get better return as compared to direct investment i.e. without expert advice and experience.

Based on the findings of the present study it is observed that the return of the mutual fund and market index are having high to low degree of correlation during the study period, thus, the study may be helpful to fund managers to get better return in deciding about the combination of schemes for investment.

Franklin India Blue-chip and of HDFC Top 200 Fund Equity Large Cap Growth Scheme outperformed throughout the study period instead of the major market shocks. Such schemes may be identified as “shock proof” schemes. Thus, it may be considered as a good and reliable mutual fund scheme option for investment.

Based on the findings, the Sector Specific Dividend Scheme may be chosen for investment due to their best performance followed by mid cap and multi cap dividend schemes. The performance track record of dividend schemes based on historical data of thirteen years is good enough to be used as an authentic source of information to take investment decision.

The findings may also prove to be beneficial for the potential investors (Mutual Fund) who are searching for growth schemes as the findings reveals that Mid Cap Fund is the top performing category followed by Multi Cap Growth Schemes although posing higher risk but also yielding higher returns as compared to market index risk and returns.

The present findings are helpful for the potential investor with regard to the choice of mutual fund category as the findings reveals that the top performer category is Sector Specific Scheme followed by mid cap fund category and multi cap category. This suggestive measure will help the investors when their investable funds are limited and they have good risk appetite to earn good returns.
Findings of the present study offer immense implication for banking sector to decide upon their investment strategy for the increased cash flow (due to Demonetization) because **Mutual Funds are proven instrument to generate good tax efficient return in long term**. In return such huge investment by banking sector will benefit the mutual fund industry and investors as a whole.

The obtained findings reveal that a part of the performance of a mutual fund resides in the manager, who is responsible for the investment decisions, and a part resides in the fund organization, which can influence performance through administrative procedures, execution efficiency, quality of the analysts, relationships with companies, etc. There is even the notion of “**star managers**” who have reputations for stock-picking skills. Therefore investors should try to make investment in mutual funds through these star managers.

There is increase in the participation of mutual fund organizations in financial inclusiveness and they are promoting investment habit among the investors. At present, there are 44 Asset Management Companies (AMCs) comprising the mutual fund industry. Therefore already existing Asset Management Companies (AMCs) and the new players thinking to come into the market should consider the findings of the study and take a rationale decision keeping in mind the sole objective of maximization of the unit holder’s wealth and safeguard their interest. The present and prospective investors should also look upon the results of the present study while formulating their investment strategy so as to reap the maximum benefits.

**SECTION-III**

**FUTURE AREA OF RESEARCH**

There is always a scope for further research in any area. So based on the findings of the present research the following may be future areas of research:

- The present study has covered six categories of mutual funds relating to equity i.e. Equity large cap, Multi cap, Midcap, Sector specific, Equity diversified and Balanced schemes. A similar type of the study can be conducted to know the performance of debt fund schemes.
A study can also be carried out to make a comparison between the performance of equity funds and debt fund scheme.

The present study is based on secondary data. The scope can be widened by collecting primary data about the investor’s perception regarding choice of mutual fund as an option of investment.

The performance of innovative mutual fund schemes which are coming in the market in recent past can also be studied.

The impact of fund manager’s ability on the performance of mutual fund schemes can be another area of research.

BSE SENSEX has been taken as only indices for the comparison other indices such as NSE, S&P, etc. may be taken as base of comparison.